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SOFTWARE REPORT 
Manufactures of software, which may be of interest o readers of this journal, are invited to submit 
their product to our Editorial Offices (Box 1040, Washington University, St Louis, MO 63130 
U.S.A.) for evaluation. We currently accept fully documented software for any of  the following 
three computers: SUN 4/260; Macintosh II; IBM PC-AT. Manufactures are also requested to 
submit a proposed text (maximum one page) of  a report about their product. Our review of  
the product will then consist of  verifying the claims made in the report; if found correct, we will 
publish it. 
EXPRESSIONIST 2.0 
Expressionist 2.0 is a powerful new program that enables mathematical equations to be quickly and easily 
placed into your word processing or page layout documents. If you use equations and you have a Macintosh, 
you will find Expressionist very useful. 
The Expressionist program comes in two forms, an application (for use with MultiFinder TM) and a desk 
accessory (for use in conjunction with your word processor or page layout program). 
Expressionist employs a unique user interface centralized around a command palette on the left side of the 
Expressionist window. The palette is arranged intuitively so that the most commonly used mathematical 
structures and symbols can be accessed easily with the mouse. Expressionist also has a comprehensive array 
of keyboard shortcuts, and a quick reference card for these keyboard commands i thoughtfully included with 
the package. 
The program is WYSIWYG, or what-you-see-is-what-you-get; th re is no complicated and indecipherable 
markup language to learn. Expressionist is true to the Macintosh "point-and-click" user interface. As you 
create your equation, the structures on the screen, such as integral signs and fraction bars, will grow and shrink 
accordingly. Expressionist can handle all of the most commonly used mathematical structures and symbols, 
such as fractions, super- and subscripts, parentheses, roots, integrals, matrices and much more. The program 
can even handle more unusual tasks such as putting marks under expressions, ingle-sided fences, and fences 
above and/or below expressions. Once your equation is complete, you simply copy it to the Macintosh's 
clipboard and paste it into your word processor or page layout program as a graphic. When you print the 
document, the equation will print at the highest resolution possible, using PostScript TM when applicable. 
Expressionist has a number of extra features that make it even more useful. The preferences system lets 
you custom tailor the program to your exact needs. Ten macro buttons can be customized for your own most 
commonly used structures, and 80 symbol buttons can be customized. The online help system, stack-based 
like HyperCard TM, provides useful information while you are running the program. A two-way TEX interface 
ensures compatibility when it is necessary, and can even be customized for other text-based equation 
typesetting systems. 
Expressionist 2.0 costs $129.95 and includes the Expressionist application and desk accessory, keyboard 
shortcut quick reference card, and an illustrated manual over 150 pages long that includes a tutorial, examples 
and a comprehensive encyclopedia covering every conceivable topic relating to Expressionist and mathematical 
typesetting. 
Expressionist 2.0 is available through dealers, or direct from the publisher: 
Allan Bonadio Associates, 814 Castro St, San Francisco, CA 94114, U.S.A. 
Tel.: (415) 282-5864 
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